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statistics, quantitative studies, physical investigations and prescriptive treatments. We need to step out into the art of medicine; the one that existed before the technology was in the ascendant. Then doctors had to rely on observations of what was heard, seen, felt, smelt and tasted. Now the science of medicine has prevailed. We are called upon to produce quantitative, evidence-based research. What place there for the comments of patients, “a weight has been lifted”, “I feel free for the first time in my life”, “I understand now” and “I have choice”? Do phrases from the doctor such as “I study the doctor–patient relationship” make any sense at all within such rigid evaluation criteria?

What our patients need are both arms of medicine at the same time. They are not mutually exclusive.

Our patients have physical bodies, intellectual minds and feeling hearts. In recent times, doctors have concentrated on the first, given limited acknowledgement to the second, and run away from the third for fear of exposing too much of themselves and fearing boundaries might be crossed. As a result we have neglected a powerful diagnostic tool – the feelings in the doctor – as generated by a particular doctor–patient relationship in the here and now of that consultation.

Medical schools are now redressing the balance: emphasising consultation skills alongside physical examination, investigation, diagnosis and treatment. There is more of a holistic approach to medicine. In the evaluations from a group of medical students I had been addressing on the subject of psychosocial medicine, two extreme responses stood out. One said, “What a waste of time” and the other, “That was great, how can I train in this field?” Whose patients will benefit most?

Such work with patients can never be taught in a didactic lecture form. It is a skill learnt from our experience of working with individual patients and their unique stories, presentations and feelings. Training is available from the IPM1 or under the auspices of the British Association of Sexual and Relationship Therapists.6

Summary
The hidden agenda of the patient needs to be acknowledged, the reason for the concealment needs to be respected, and the practitioner needs to offer a space into which the hidden agenda can be safely revealed. The patient and the health professional can then study and understand the real agenda.

My conclusion is taken from a recent British Medical Journal Endpiece:7

God, surgeon, medicine, patient
Hippocrates in his Aphorisms, as Galen wrote it sure, Saith, foure things are needful to every kind of cure,
The first, saith he, to God belongeth the chiefest part,
The second to the surgeon, who doth apply the art,
The third unto the medicine, that is dame nature’s friend
The fourth unto the patient, with whom I here will end.
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Pharmacist refuses to sell emergency contraception

A couple from Wales are expecting their first child after a pharmacist refused to sell them emergency contraception. The reason the pharmacist gave was her ‘high morals’. Under the Royal Pharmaceutical Society’s (RPS) Code of Ethics and Standards, which all pharmacists are expected to follow, a pharmacist is allowed to refuse to sell or dispense drugs because of their religious beliefs or personal convictions. Following on from the reports in the USA regarding pharmacists refusing to dispense contraception, this poses a very serious issue for health professionals in family planning in the UK. A doctor who refuses to provide health care on moral grounds has the duty to refer on to an appropriate colleague who will provide the service. A spokesperson for the RPS told me that their code of ethics states that: “before accepting employment a pharmacist must disclose any factors which may affect their ability to provide services. Where pharmacists’ religious beliefs or personal convictions prevent them from providing a service they must not condemn or criticise the patient and they or a member of staff must advise the patient of alternative sources for the service requested”.

Source: http://www.ipm.org.uk.
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Calcium and vitamin D associated with reduced PMS

Premenstrual syndrome (PMS) may be reduced by a high intake of calcium and vitamin D. Researchers in the USA have published a case control study in women aged 27–44 years. A total of 1057 developed PMS over 10 years of follow-up and 1968 did not. Calcium and vitamin D intake in their diet was measured at three time points by a dietary questionnaire. Women with the highest intake of vitamin D were 41% less likely to develop PMS than women with the lowest intake. A high calcium intake was associated with 30% less PMS.
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Liability for contraceptive failure

A court in The Netherlands has recently ruled that 15 women who became pregnant while using Implanon6 for contraceptive should receive compensation for their pregnancy. The court has yet to decide whether the manufacturer (Organon) or the doctors who inserted the devices are to blame. The doctors’ case rests on the correct insertion and usage of a faulty device; Organon argues the opposite. The cases have been brought against 13 individual doctors and two cases against Organon. The damages could be considerable since they would pay for the upbringing of the child until the age of 18 years. In all of these women no trace of the Implanon device was found in their bodies when they checked after becoming pregnant; this was confirmed by blood tests. Whether this was due to the device being expelled unnoticed through an unhealed wound or by faulty insertion is not known.

Editor’s Comment: Inseters of Implanon devices might want to add to their record of insertion, if they do not do so already, that they confirmed the presence of the rod in the arm after the procedure.
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